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Aries (March 21-April 19)

This week dear Aries, you have several forces working against you. Good thing, you’re always
up for the challenge. Instead of backing down or retreating, your spirit soars with each
antagonizing step. The result is beneficial. You gain where others crash and burn. Take that
extra step and try something new. It’s hard work, but worth it. Try a dash of parmesan on your
eggs.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Last month pushed on your last nerve, but this week looks brighter. Although, you’ll not
experience the over abundance of positive energy like Aries, you’ll not see too much negativity
either. This is a wonderfully neutral time for you. G suggests allowing the moon to give you
strength, and rest while you can, but don’t take a siesta at your desk.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Madame G sees positive energy flowing out of the universe for you Gemini. You’ll feel
revitalized this week, and for most of the month of October. But, don’t be overly hasty to make
life decisions. This is the best time to solve those small, or even minor issues, that pop up.
Fortune favors the brave. Go deep sea fishing, but get advice on hooking the bait … spare
those fingers.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Madame G predicts this is the week for making friends and allies. Your energy is lower due to
Mars and Saturn. These aspects are ready to cause problems and wreak havoc on your peace
of mind. Work towards balance. Use your best judgment and look ahead. You may not want to
start new projects, but if you do, your friends are there to help, except when it comes to
patching holes in walls.
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Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Mercury caused the fall of Leo, so you’ll feel the drain on your energy. G here believes you’ll do
just fine. The Sun and leader of your sign shares its strength with you. You have glory and
shining achievements in store for you. You’ll experience some negative feedback from Saturn.
But, you’ll win over the heart of the stingiest critic.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

October is sure to be an ambitions time. Everyone appreciates your earthy qualities. You’ll
appreciate a calm week. Pay special attention to your mind. Avoid stagnation. Attempt a new art
project or read a new book. Walk the dog everyday and enjoy some healthy exercise and
meditation. You’ll need it.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct.22)

You are by far the most well balanced of the signs. But, you’ll likely experience a few out of
whack moments this week. Saturn isn’t helping. Keep that in mind, as you duck punches, and
feel less than generous this week towards coworkers and loved ones. Everyone seems to take
more than you can give. Mars will revitalize you this week, with added passion and vigor. Get
out there and have some fun, blow off all that excess steam.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Madame G sympathizes with Scorpio. Your deep waters are misinterpreted and emotions are
always strong. You’ll experience an oddity this week, and empathize with the balanced Libra,
by taking on the role of mediator. With Mars, Saturn, and the Sun in your corner how can you
fail? You’ll not have your usual devastating energy, but you’ll experience peace of mind.
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Madame G expects great things from you this week. Can you handle it? The expectations of
others have never bothered you and they don’t now. Stand firm as the leader of your destiny.
Don’t let past loves, or lives, interfere with the here and now. Take charge and you will reach
your goals.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

This week is busy Capricorn. Small items add up to outlandish proportions, if left untreated.
Saturn is out of sync and you’ll feel more emotionally vulnerable, especially with loved ones.
You have the strength and will to handle any situation and a little vulnerability can be a good
thing. Try giving a hug. I know it’s difficult for you, but you’ll feel better.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Expect a rather crazy week Aquarius. Most of the energy is positive and you’ll see the fruits of
all your efforts. With any upcoming challenges, flip them into a positive. You have the foresight
and skill. Use good sense and that upbeat attitude to your advantage. Madame G salutes you.
Just don’t go crazy on girls night out.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

You’re feeling great this month and you should. Everything is going your way. Life may throw
you bumps and jumps. Someone may even throw all your clean clothes on the lawn, but it
doesn’t matter – you’re happy. Support is in the air. You feel positive energy from every
direction, if from no one in particular. Swim with confidence.
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